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Thriving as a compliance and ethics professional: Embracing a
broader perspective

By Nick Gallo and Giovanni Gallo

Meet Maya, a values-driven compliance coordinator who personifies the notion of “your team” transformation,
even without a senior position. Maya’s story illuminates the transformative power of embracing a broader sense
of teamwork within the corporate realm. Maya recognized she could extend her sphere of influence far beyond
her immediate department, thereby unleashing the potential for extraordinary accomplishments.

Practical strategies for your expedition
Cross-functional dialogues: Unveiling holistic vistas
Maya instigated monthly gatherings that convened colleagues across multiple departments. These cross-
functional dialogues became fertile grounds for diverse perspectives to intertwine, yielding comprehensive
insights into multifaceted compliance projects. For instance, collaborating with the product development team
enabled seamless integration of communication strategies with the company’s evolving initiatives.

Mentoring circles: A community of knowledge exchange
Recognizing the value of mentorship, Maya introduced dynamic mentoring circles that transcended traditional
hierarchies. Beyond guiding junior members, Maya extended her wisdom to peers who sought her insights. An
illustrative example was her coaching of another manager, illustrating how data-driven insights could elevate
compliance assessments, nurturing a culture of mutual learning.

Interdisciplinary wisdom, sector flexibility: Infusing innovation
Maya’s pursuit of knowledge ventured into diverse realms. Attending workshops spanning industries, she
sourced novel ideas and translated them into her ethical methodologies. Noteworthy was her incorporation of
storytelling techniques acquired from a literature conference, injecting fresh vigor into employee engagement
strategies.

Task forces for impact: Collaborative symphonies
Maya championed cross-departmental task forces, amalgamating varied skills to address intricate compliance
challenges. A highlight was her leadership in architecting a seamless Compliance Week campaign, orchestrating
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a synergy of design, content, and analytics teams to communicate ethical values effectively.

Thought leadership: Propelling discussion and evolution
Maya’s commitment to disseminating knowledge propelled her to the forefront of thought leadership. Her
compelling engagement on CEU webinars (even if just in the chat) fostered dialogue and relationships with other
industry professionals, fostering insightful discussions. Maya shared collaborative tactics inspired by diverse
disciplines, igniting vibrant discourse on multidimensional inspiration.

Maya’s journey underscores the truth that effective leadership transcends hierarchical confines. By broadening
the vista of your team to encompass diverse contributions from various departments, industries, and
communities, you nurture a culture of innovation, ethical prowess, and collaborative fervor. In a world
intertwined by connections, Maya’s narrative resonates—it signifies that your team transcends immediate
boundaries, flourishing as a dynamic tapestry woven from diverse insights and talents.
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